
DX-1200HD
The camera is equipped with a 1/1.75-inch charge 
coupled device (CCD) image sensor having 10.01 million 
effective pixels, which offers superior resolution and the 
ability to vividly record every detail of your precious 
moments. (The maximum recordable number of pixels 
is 3648x2736) 

The focal length of the 3x optical zoom lens is 5.1 to 
15.3mm, or 24 to 72mm on a conventional 35mm film 
camera. The lens has a maximum aperture (f-stop value) 
from f2.5 to f4.4. The perspective can be adjusted 
precisely according to your style with the wide-angle 
setting to capture the dynamic environment. In 
addition, unique visual effects can be used to enhance 
your pictures. 

Compatible with RAW data storage.

The camera is equipped with a 2.5-inch, 230,000-pixel 
LCD monitor. 

The recording medium is MMC or an SDHC / SD memory 
card. It is equipped with a 26MB built-in memory. 

Equipped with two fiber-optic cable sockets.

Equipped with a built-in flashlight diffuser.

Outer hood and inner hood for LCD monitor.

The highest reliability with a depth rating of 55m / 180ft.

Macro mode is most convenient when you are 
taking an enlarged picture of a small object. It 
allows you to place your lens very close to the 
subject, as close as 1cm / 0.4inches (on the 
wide-angle setting). Use the super-macro 
features of the camera to get near small 
creatures and other objects to obtain optimum 
images and enjoyment from the beautiful and 
enchanting underwater environment.

Macro mode that enables you 
to bring the lens as close as 
1cm/0.4 inches to the subject.

The SEA&SEA mode, which captures the 
beautiful blue color of the sea, is a still 
picture mode that has been developed for 
underwater photography.

Equipped with SEA&SEA Mode 
for Optimum Underwater 
Photography.

When you want to photograph a large object 
or a vast natural environment, or when you 
want to include as much of a large subject as 
possible in your image - that is when the 
wide-angle conversion lens is effective.

The wide-angle conversion lens is 
for photographing a broad area.

Program mode SEA&SEA mode

10-Megapixel Compact Underwater 
Digital Camera System.
　DX-1G Camera and Housing Set (Black)
[Accessories for the 1G camera] USB / video cable, hand strap, lens cap [Accessories for the DX-1G housing] LCD monitor hood, hand strap
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DX-1G Camera and Housing Set

DX-1G

□AF window 
□AF auxiliary light window

□Diffuser dial
□Shutter lever
□Power button

□Extension port
   (fiber-optic cable connection)

□Mode dial
□Up-down dial

□Fiber-optic
    cable socket (x 2)

□Flash window

□Accessory shoe
□Fn. (Function) button

□Rear door 
    lock lever

□Lens
□Wide-angle conversion lens string eyelet

□Delete / 
   Self-timer button

□MENU / OK button
□Flash button

□Wide-angle / Thumbnail 
    display button

□Telephoto / Enlarged 
    view button□ADJ. dial

□Playback button

□AF / Flash lamp 
    window
□LCD monitor 
    window

□DISP. button

□Quick review button
□Macro button

□Tripod socket

□MODE button

Wide-Angle 
Conversion Lens for DX-1G

A set-up ring to attach the Close-UP Lens 125 to 
the DX-1G housing.

[Lens] 3 elements in 3 groups
[Underwater angle of view] 
85° (106.5° on land)
[Magnification] 0.65x  
[Depth rating] 60m / 200ft
[Weight] Approx. 406g / 14.2oz 
(underwater: Approx. 230g / 8.1oz)
[Dimensions]
(DIAxD) 97x48.5mm / 3.9x1.9 inch

52116

Lens Caddy for DX-1G
60104

Battery DB-60
831016 US 831017 EU

831014 US 831015 EU

Charger BJ-6

Close-UP Lens Ring
58119

Standard lens With the wide-angle 
conversion lens for DX-1G

Equivalent to an angle of view 
of 24mm : value on the land

Equivalent to an angle of view 
of 16mm : value on the land

Macro Diffuser 
for DX-1G
28107

By using this product, perfectly lit macro images can be 
taken with the 1G camera's built-in flash.

High definition CCD ‒ 1/1.72-inch primary color CCD 
with 12.19 effective megapixels (maximum number of 
recording pixels 12.43 megapixels) and 3x optical zoom 
lens (35‒102 mm).

Features SEA&SEA mode, a still image mode for optimal 
underwater photography.

Several White Balance settings available (Auto, Daylight, 
Cloudy, Fluorescent, Tungsten, Sunset, Custom) to suit 
any particular scene.

Exposure compensation function (±2EV in 0.5EV steps).

ISO speed can be set up to ISO 3200.

Movie function up to 1280×720 pixels (HD Video) at 30 
frames/second (30 fps).

16MB built-in memory. Can record on SD / MMC / SDHC 
memory cards (up to 8GB).

Specially designed lithium-ion battery and battery 
charger included.

When you turn the retractable cable socket lever, the 
fiber-optic cable socket slides and is aligned with 
position of the built-in flash and fixed.

Flash Light Diffuser function ‒ Effective diffuser that 
softly diffuses the light of the built-in flash.

Strong and durable build, with a depth rating of up to 
45m / 150ft

The optional Close-UP Lens 125 or Wide-Angle 
Conversion Lens for DX-860G can be attached/ 
detached even underwater (Close-UP Lens 125 
requires the optional Close-UP Lens Ring for 
DX-1200HD). Using the wide-angle conversion 
lens, you can get a wider area in the picture even 
if you get close to the subject. Using the 
Close-UP Lens 125, you can take pictures with a 
larger magnification.

Plenty of optional accessories

The 3-inch widescreen LCD monitor allows 
you to check even the smallest details in the 
pictures you take and enjoy playing back 
movies with high definition. By using the LCD 
monitor hood and inner hood especially 
designed for the DX-1200HD housing you can 
further improve the underwater visibility and 
take pictures while tracking 
the movements of the 
subject on the LCD monitor.

3-inch LCD monitor ‒ the largest 
monitor class for compact 
digital cameras

The basic design was 
completely revised and the 
grips were further improved 
so even beginners can enjoy 
taking pictures easily. The new design will 
certainly satisfy the needs of full underwater 
diving scenes but it also offers portability and 
ease of use that allow it to be used for marine 
sports in general and winter sports as well, 
offering maximum convenience to the 
photographer.

Light and compact for 
better portability

Small & light body. Recommended for all
underwater digital photographers, even beginners.
DX-1200HD Camera and Housing Set (Black)
[Accessories for the 1200HD camera] USB / video cable, lithium-ion battery, battery charger, wrist strap, camera pouch [Accessories for the DX-1200HD housing] LCD monitor hood, hand strap
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DX-1200HD Camera and Housing Set

The LCD image pictured here is simulated.

*The LCD image pictured here is simulated.

Wide-Angle Conversion 
Lens for DX-860G

With a standard lens at the 
wide-angle end

With the wide-angle 
conversion lens for DX-860G 
at the wide-angle end

Equivalent to an angle 
of view of 35mm : 
value on the land

Equivalent to an angle 
of view of 19.3mm : 
value on the land[Lens] 3 elements in 3 groups

[Underwater angle of view] 79° (98°on land)
[Magnification] 0.55x
[Weight] Approx. 165g / 5.8oz
[Dimensions (DIAxD)] 64x42mm / 2.6x1.7inch

52115

This wide-angle conversion lens covers a maximum field angle equivalent to approx. 19.3mm 
(35mm film camera equivalent) when used with the DX-1200HD.

*The lens can be used on land, but slight vignetting (dimming) may occur in the four corners of the 
image.  Slightly zoom in to telephoto to eliminate vignetting.
*When the wide-angle conversion lens is attached, its shadow can appear on the picture if the built-in 
flash is used. Using an external strobe together with the built-in flash is recommended.

Close-UP Lens Ring 
for DX-1200HD
00000

A  se t -up  r i ng  t o  
attach the Close-UP 
L en s  1 2 5  t o  t h e  
DX-1200HD housing

Spare Battery for 
1200HD camera 
(Standard accessory)
00000

Battery Charger for 
1200HD camera 
(Standard accessory)
00000

□Power button □Accessory shoe

□Diffuser lever

□Buckle

□Flash window

□Retractable cable 
　socket lever

□Zoom lever

□OK / MENU button
□Hand strap hook
□ISH button
□Flash button
□Macro button

□Self-timer button

□Shutter lever

□Lens

□Mode button

□Playback button

□Delete button

□Tripod socket
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